
VIEWABILITY

Basis partnerships provide transparency and guidance allowing media 
buyers to drive campaign performance.

Viewability is an online advertising metric that aims to track impressions that 
can be seen by users. If 50% or more of the pixels appear in a browser for 
at least one continuous second after the ad has rendered, an impression is 
deemed viewable. 

WHY SHOULD YOU USE VIEWABILITY TOOLS?

TRANSPARENCY
-
See if your ads are measurable for viewability, if they 
registered as viewable, and if viewability correlates 
with effectiveness. 

GUIDANCE
-
Learn which domains, exchanges, and placements 
result in higher viewability rates to guide how to buy 
current and future campaigns.
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PERFORMANCE
-
Execute viewability-based optimization from real-
time, placement level reporting. 

TARGETING
-
Choose from several third-party segments with 
viewabilityrankings to determine which inventory your 
campaign should purchase. 
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PRE-BID
-
Scans and measures an ad placement before bidding on 
it. If the technology determines it meets the criteria chosen 
by the user, it will bid on the placement, otherwise it won’t. 
Pre-bid segments are available through a variety of ven-
dors in Basis. 
 

POST-BID
-
Measures whether the impression was viewable after the 
ad was served. Post-bid measurement in Basis is powered 
by Pixalate–a leading global intelligence platform and re-
al-time ad fraud protection provider –and is offered at the 
finest level of granularity, the placement level. 

REAL TIME CAMPAIGN ANALYTICS
It’s like attaching a tracking device to your marketing spend

Pixalateis the first and only data platform with a comprehensive suite of products specifically built to bring transparency to program-
matic advertising. Pixalatemonitors hundreds of billions of ad events in real-time by tapping into the global RTB data stream, providing 
insights to optimize performance, benchmark supply quality, and eliminate ad fraud. Pixalateis a Media Rating Council-accreditedvendor 
for display ad viewabilityand Sophisticated Invalid Traffic(SIVT) detection and filtration for desktop, mobile in-app and mobile web traffic. 


